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Called the "sex slave," and "the girl in the box" case, this is the story behind Colleen Stan&#39;s

terrifying, seven-year-long imprisonment by Cameron Hooker as told by the district attorney who

tried the case. Too bizarre to be anythin g but true, it is a tale of riveting intensity and gripping

courtroom drama.
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Cameron Hooker appeared to the outside world as a quiet, hard-working, mild-mannered young

man with a nice, quiet wife. But inside, Cameron was driven by sadistic fantasies of having a

dungeon of female slaves totally under his control, to torture, have sex with, and order about as he

wished. Cameron put many hours into studying up on psychological dominance and constructing

appropriate places and devices to keep and torture a slave, before he put his plan into action to

actually grab one. His mousy wife, not wanting to be tortured herself and not wanting to lose her

husband, went along with the plan. Cameron's first attempt was a failure in that he went too far and

actually killed his victim. His second attempt, in which he kidnapped Colleen Stan, was more

successful in that he managed to keep her around for years, after breaking her psychologically



through torture, deprivation and isolation. As part of his coercion, he showed her an official-looking

"slave contract" saying that if she escaped, she would be hunted down and killed by a national

network of slave masters, and her loved ones would also be killed.Colleen Stan was fortunate in

that she managed to survive Cameron's tortures, including being hung by her arms for extended

periods, burned, electrically shocked, and kept in a coffinlike box under the Hooker's bed in a

sweltering trailer for several days with almost no water. Eventually she was able to forge a bond

with Cameron's neglected and fearful wife, who helped her escape and also helped the authorities

bring Cameron to justice. Colleen was not so fortunate in that the prosecutor in her case, Christine

McGuire, apparently wrote this book about her experiences and did not share the profits with

Colleen, which is pretty sleazy in my opinion.
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